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Outsourcing: what’s
happening and why
Public sector outsourcing has become big business. In 2008, the
public services industry employed 1.2 million people and accounted
for 6% of GDP. Its turnover was estimated at £79 million. This represented a growth of 126% from the figures in 1995-6.
Public service outsourcing is also increasingly dominated by transnational corporations
(TNCs). According to UNCTAD figures, 1 in 5 of the world’s biggest TNCs were public services
providing companies.
This growth has been driven by lobbying pressure from big public services businesses and
their finance capital backers coupled with the dominance of the idea that marketisation and
the introduction of competition from private providers makes public services more efficient.
This has intersected with the development of new technologies that enable the digitisation
and standardisation of work.
Typically, outsourcing begins in ‘non-core’ support services like IT, support services, security,
estates, cleaning, human resources, payroll and marketing.
But it can expand into so-called ‘core’ areas where it is possible to ‘unbundle’ profes-sional
roles and package them up in standardised units.
The pursuit of ‘austerity’ policies in Britain and the eurozone is giving a further boost to the
businesses that have profited from outsourcing. In further and higher education, for example,
outsourcing is being actively promoted as a way of cash-strapped universities and colleges
making their money go further or expanding their capacity without capital investment.
n Sussex University has embarked on an ambitious and hugely controversial project to
outsource large sections of its support services.
n Some colleges, like Norwich City College, have experimented with projects to outsource
and offshore parts of their administration.
n Salford University attempted to outsource its ‘core’ provision in English language
teaching, so far without success, and others have flirted with outsourcing new online
learning courses and modules to companies like HE Online Ltd.
This is taking place at a time when the growing weight of evidence suggests that
outsourcing has failed to live up to promised cost savings and represents a hugely risky,
potentially costly strategy that can lead to serious reputation damage.
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